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For best waterproofing results. Pitch your tent taut in the yard 
at home, during a dry weather period. Clean seam area with 
rubbing alcohol and let evaporate. Hold the fabric steady and 
apply a thin layer of sealant. Smooth out thick areas and remove 
all overflow immediately. Allow 2 to 4 hours for sealer to dry
and cure (preferably overnight). Test for drying before 
putting away tent.putting away tent.

- Put flat object under center pole, to prevent it 
  from sinking slowly into the ground.
- Align stakes with tent seams for a perfect pitch.
- Remove training webbit after you master the pitch.
- Align door away from the wind.
- Put large rocks carefully on stakes in high wind.
- Leave door partially open in heavy rain.- Leave door partially open in heavy rain.
- Groundsheet will prolong life of floor and keep you
  warmer through the night.
- Points 7 - 11 and A - E are meant for light tension.
- Trim cord to desired length and add 
  to extra guy points.

- Step 1: Lay inner tent flat on the ground. Under light tension, 
  1 - 6 stake points should be at equal distance (rectangle). 
- Step 2: Set center pole to 6.06’ (185 cm) then add. Insert
  into top and floor pole sleeve. Do not tighten stake cord yet.
  Place outer fly over inner tent and align doors
- Step 3: . Use additional stakes for the fly (for best results). 
  Tighten outer fly and then inner tent.  Tighten outer fly and then inner tent.
- Step 4: Camping in bad weather? Add optional stakes
  to 7 - 11. A - E are loops for extra guyline in heavy winds.

Pro Octopeak Tips

Also known as F8
Octopeak (4P+) Tent 


